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Norwegian confirms temporary Ireland
summer operation from 31 March – 10
April

In response to the suspension of Boeing 737 MAX operations by European
aviation authorities, Norwegian would like to provide further information to
customers booked to travel from Cork, Shannon and its new route from
Dublin to Hamilton from 31 March.

Norwegian has worked continuously since the grounding of the Boeing 737
MAX to ensure that customers travel plans can continue with minimal
disruption. The airline has re-routed customers and offered passengers the
chance to rebook or receive a full refund free of charge if they no longer wish
to travel.The airline is also combining flights and reallocating aircraft within
its own network to keep cancellations to a minimum and minimise
inconvenience for its customers.

Norwegian has temporarily deployed a Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner to operate
daily flights between Dublin Airport and New York (Stewart). The service
combines the Dublin to New York and Providence flights and bus
transportation has been arranged for passengers travelling onward to
Providence.

From 31 March, Norwegian can confirm that it will temporarily operate
additional services from Dublin Airport using a Boeing 737-800.

The ETOPS-certified 737-800, which enables the aircraft to fly an efficient
direct-routing, will operate the Dublin to Hamilton route, four times per week
on Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sunday. The aircraft will also be used on
flights between Dublin and Providence on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.



Travel information for Shannon customers: Travel period 1-10 April

Shannon-New York (Stewart) and Providence:

• Customers travelling from Shannon to New York (Stewart) and
Providence have been transferred to flight D8 1763 on
Norwegian’s Dublin to New York (Stewart) service using the
Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner.

New York (Stewart) and Providence-Shannon:

• Passengers travelling from New York (Stewart) and Providence to
Shannon have been re-accommodated on flight D8 1762 from
New York (Stewart) to Dublin on the Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner.

Norwegian has arranged bus transportation, departing at 9:30am, for
customers at Shannon Airport to arrive at Dublin Airport Terminal 2 at
12:30pm to meet their flight. Customers travelling on 31 March can also
benefit from the bus service. Buses will also meet arriving passengers at
Dublin Airport’s coach park at 8:30am for those travelling to Shannon.

Travel information for Cork customers: Travel period 2-9 April

Cork-Providence:

• Customers booked to travel from Cork to Providence on flight D8
1821 have been transferred to flight D8 1823 from Dublin to
Providence serviced by a Boeing 737-800.

Providence-Cork:

• Those booked to travel on flight D8 1820 from Providence to
Cork have been re-accommodated on flight D8 1822 from
Providence to Dublin on the Boeing 737-800.

Norwegian will also arrange a bus service for passengers from Cork Airport to
Dublin Airport to meet their onward flight. The bus departs at 9:00am arriving
at Dublin Airport Terminal 2 at 12:30pm. Customers arriving at Dublin for



Cork will be met upon arrival with a bus at the coach park outside Terminal 2
at 8:00am.

Affected customers have been contacted by SMS text messages which include
their options to rebook or receive a full refund.

Travel information for Dublin-Hamilton customers

• Norwegian’s brand-new service from Dublin to Toronto’s
Hamilton airport will operate as normal using a Boeing 737-800
from 31 March.

Customers booked on flights D8 1840 from Dublin to Hamilton and D8 1841
from Hamilton to Dublin will be able to travel on the airline’s newest route
for the start of the summer season, four days per week.

Norwegian continues to temporarily withhold further sales of all routes
operated by the 737 MAX to ensure the airline can meet customer
expectations in light of the suspended operations of this aircraft.

The airline is actively working on more permanent measures to operate
normal services from 11 April that will minimise inconvenience for customers
and will provide updates to customers in due course.
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Norwegian in the UK and Ireland:

• Norwegian carries almost 6 million UK passengers each year
from London Gatwick, Edinburgh and Manchester Airports to 30
destinations worldwide

• Norwegian is the third largest airline at London Gatwick, with 4.6



million yearly passengers, and with more than 1,000 UK-based
pilots and cabin crew

• In 2014, Norwegian introduced the UK’s first low-cost, long haul
flights to the U.S. - the airline now flies to 12 U.S destinations,
Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro from London Gatwick

• In 2017, Norwegian also launched affordable transatlantic flights
from Edinburgh, Dublin, Cork and Shannon to the US East Coast,
using the brand new Boeing 737 MAX aircraft

• Norwegian is the only airline to offer free inflight WiFi on UK
flights to more than 30 European destinations

• The airline has one of the youngest aircraft fleets in the world
with an average age of 3.8 years, including next-generation
Boeing 787 Dreamliner, Boeing 737 MAX and Boeing 737-800s

• Norwegian has been voted ‘Europe’s best low-cost carrier’ by
passengers for six consecutive years at SkyTrax World Airline
Awards from 2013-2018, along with being awarded the ‘World's
best low-cost long-haul airline’ in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018

• Norwegian Reward is the airline's free to join award-
winning loyalty programme offering members CashPoints and
Rewards that reduce the cost of Norwegian flights
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